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CONVERTING FROM THE METALINK ASM51 ASSEMBLER 
TO THE KEIL A51 ASSEMBLER

Relevant Devices
This application note applies to the following devices:

C8051F000, C8051F001, C8051F002, C8051F005,
C8051F006, C8051F010, C8051F011, C8051F012,
C8051F012, C8051F015, C8051F016, C8051F017,
C8051F018, and C8051F019.

Introduction
Starting with release V1.4 of the Silicon Labs
Development Kit Software, the Metalink ASM51
assembler/linker has been replaced with the Keil
Software A51 macro assembler and stand-alone
OMF-51 compatible BL51 linker.  Once V1.4 (or
later) of the Silicon Labs Development Kit
Software is installed, source-level debug using
output from the Metalink assembler/linker is no
longer supported by the Silicon Labs IDE.

Benefits of the Keil 8051 tools include:

• Multiple source and object file support.  You 
can organize your projects into multiple source/
object files and re-assemble only the files mod-
ified since the last program build.

• Source-level debug of code containing macros 
and conditional assembly directives.

• Faster debug processing before download.
• Source file names no longer restricted to 8.3 

(DOS) format.
• A separate copy of register definition files is no 

longer required in each project's source direc-
tory.  Include files can be kept in a single direc-
tory in the assembler's search path.  

Converting Metalink ASM51 
Source for the Keil A51 
Assembler
The source and directive syntax of the Keil A51
assembler is very similar to that used by the Meta-
link ASM51 assembler.  Typically, the only change
required to your existing Metalink ASM51 source
files to make them compatible with the Keil A51
assembler is the single line of source used to
include register definition files.  The Keil A51
assembler uses the $INCLUDE directive to include
registers definition files instead of the $MODxxxx
directive. 

Metalink ASM51 syntax:

$MOD8F000; include C8051F000 regis-
ter definition file.

Keil A51 assembler syntax:

$INCLUDE (c8051F000.inc); include
C8051F000 register definition file. 
 

The latest register definition files, defining all SFR
registers and bit-addressable control/status bits, are
copied into the "Cygnal\Examples\C8051Fxxx"
directory and into the default search path used by
the Keil A51 assembler during IDE installation.  It
is no longer necessary to keep a copy of a register
definition file in each project's source file directory.
The register and bit names used in this file are iden-
tical to those used in the C8051Fxxx datasheets. 

The complete assembler and linker reference man-
ual can be found on-line under the Help menu in
the IDE or in the "Cygnal\hlp" directory
(A51.PDF).   Example source code is provided in
the "Cygnal\Examples\C8051Fxxx" directories
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which may be used as a template for code develop-
ment.  Refer to Application Note “AN104 - Inte-
grating Keil 8051 Tools into the Silicon Labs IDE"
for additional information on using the Keil 8051
tools with the Silicon Labs IDE.

http://www.cygnal.com/appnotes/an004.pdf

http://www.cygnal.com/appnotes/an004.pdf
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Disclaimer
Silicon Labs intends to provide customers with the latest, accurate, and in-depth documentation of all peripherals and modules available for system and software implementers using or 
intending to use the Silicon Labs products. Characterization data, available modules and peripherals, memory sizes and memory addresses refer to each specific device, and "Typical" 
parameters provided can and do vary in different applications. Application examples described herein are for illustrative purposes only. Silicon Labs reserves the right to make changes 
without further notice and limitation to product information, specifications, and descriptions herein, and does not give warranties as to the accuracy or completeness of the included 
information. Silicon Labs shall have no liability for the consequences of use of the information supplied herein. This document does not imply or express copyright licenses granted 
hereunder to design or fabricate any integrated circuits. The products are not designed or authorized to be used within any Life Support System without the specific written consent of 
Silicon Labs. A "Life Support System" is any product or system intended to support or sustain life and/or health, which, if it fails, can be reasonably expected to result in significant personal 
injury or death. Silicon Labs products are not designed or authorized for military applications. Silicon Labs products shall under no circumstances be used in weapons of mass 
destruction including (but not limited to) nuclear, biological or chemical weapons, or missiles capable of delivering such weapons.
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